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Live the adventure!

O

NCE UPON A TIME, not so very long ago, I was a software
designer. I’d just signed off on my biggest and most fraught
project. As I sank into an armchair, my wife thrust a large tumbler of whisky into my hand and looked me straight in the eyes.
‘Sweetheart,’ she said, ‘get a life!’ Her suggestion: that I write. And about the
sea . . .
Once I’d overcome the initial shock and decided to give
it a go, I realised there was a lot of sense in what she said.
As far back as I can remember, I’ve been bewitched by
the sea. Going to a decent grammar school was wasted
on me; on the school bus I’d gaze out across the Channel
at the low, grey shapes slipping away over the horizon on
voyages to who knew where, taking my imagination with
them.
In the late 1950s, the sea seemed to be much more a
part of our shared consciousness. As a young boy I remember the thrilling drama of the Flying Enterprise,

when Captain Kurt Carlsen refused to leave his sinking
ship and, with First Mate Dancy of the ocean salvage
tug Turmoil, heroically fought to bring her within sight
of port before she tragically sank. Then, too, London
Pool was packed with ships flying the red ensign, and it
was also the time of the very last of the square riggers.
Theoretically, you could still sign up outward-bound on
a commercial voyage.
The only member of my family to have any connection with the sea was a distant relative we called Uncle
Tom. A gentle, quietly spoken old man, he’d been †

‘My father thought he’d knock
all this nonsense out of me, and
sent me to a tough sea-training
school at the tender age of
fourteen. It didn’t work . . .’
moon path glittering on the water, the sound of voices
from invisible night watch keepers, the startling rich
stink of the land after months at sea, the comfort of a
still hammock when the ship rolls about it, the unreal
beauty of an uninhabited tropical island in the South
Seas.
There were the darker memories, too. Savage storms
at sea when you feel the presence of nature like a wild
beast out of a cage; close inshore in a gale when you
wonder if a mistake at the helm will end with those black
rocks suddenly bursting in. I was duty watch in the Royal Australian Navy carrier Melbourne the night we collided with and sank Voyager; there from the seaboat I saw
Julian Stockwin at the helm of Lady Nelson off Tasmania.
men’s courage at work while eighty sailors drowned.
But to achieve that more prominent role for the sea, it
seemed logical to take the perspective of the men who
around the Horn in square sail, and whenever I could
actually did the job out there on the yardarm, serving the
I would sit spellbound and listen to him talk about life
great cannon or crowding aboard an enemy deck, rather
before the mast on the seven seas.
My father thought he’d knock all this nonsense out of than of those shouting orders from behind. So the lower
deck it was, and then I came across some surprising stame, and sent me to a tough sea-training school at the
tender age of fourteen. It didn’t work; there was no con- tistics.
Unlike the army, where commissions were bought, all
test – Latin and algebra or splicing and boat-handling!
naval officers had to qualify professionally, and scattered
So at age fifteen, I joined the Royal Navy. And forty
among these were no more than a hundred or so comyears later, I sat down to write about the sea.
I’m ‘Old Navy’ with a deep respect and admiration for mon seamen who made the awesome journey from the
fo’c’sle to the quarterdeck, thereby turning themselves
the service, so it had to be the Navy I’d write about. I
into gentlemen. Some became captains of their own
chose Nelson’s time, the great climax of the age of sail
ships; remarkably, some victims of the press-gang even
and a magnificent canvas for sea tales. This was an era
became admirals. How could it be so? Just what kind of
when the sea was respected and wooed by men who
didn’t have steam engines and brute force. I also wanted men were they? I began to write my story . . . n
to bring the sea itself into a more prominent role, but
was as yet unsure how to achieve this.
I soon realised that there were things from my time in
the Navy that I wanted to bring to my writing; small
things, but evocative even to this day – a shimmering

1 - KYDD
‘Building a naval adventure series from below decks is an intriguing concept
and with KYDD retired Royal Navy officer Julian Stockwin gives it a rousing debut . . .’
– Boston Globe

1793 . . . Enjoying a convivial brew at a local tavern, Thomas Kydd has
no inkling that his life is about to change forever. Until now the
momentous events across the Channel have had little impact on his
birthplace, the rural township of Guildford in Surrey, but Britain is at war
with the French Revolutionary regime and must hastily man its navy.
Throughout the countryside the press-gangs are busy at work, impressing
men by force into the king’s navy, and the appalled patrons of the ‘Horse
and Groom’ are amongst their haul. Taken across country to Sheerness
and the great fleet anchorage of the Nore, Tom and his fellow captives
find themselves part of the crew of HMS Duke William, a massive 98-gun
ship-of-the-line. It’s a terrifying, alien world. Conditions are grim,
discipline harsh, the rigid rules of conduct and even the language
incomprehensible. Kydd has to adapt to the realities of shipboard life fast
but despite all that he goes through he comes to admire the skills and courage of the seamen –
taking up the challenge himself to become a true sailor.

From the author
Looking back at this, the debut novel in the Kydd series, it hardly seems that two decades have passed since I
nervously submitted a proposal to a London-based literary agent for a series about a young man press-ganged into
the Royal Navy, who eventually goes on, (as a precious few actually did) not only to cross the great divide between
the lower deck and the quarterdeck, becoming an officer and a gentleman, but eventually will hoist his own flag as
admiral!
The book is definitely based on real life. I feel that I would devalue what the eighteenth-century seaman really
achieved were I to exaggerate or distort facts for the sake of drama – for me, a particularly odious form of betrayal.
Therefore, all the major actions and most of the minor are as close as I could make them to the real thing.

Thomas Kydd, a short biography
Thomas Paine Kydd was born 20 June 1773. He has one sister, Cecilia, and is a wig-maker in the family business.
In conceiving the series I wanted to have the principal character someone not at all connected with the sea taken
against his will into His Majesty’s Royal Navy – but who grows to love the life and find a natural ability as a seaman.
I chose to have him as a wig-maker somewhat on a whim but also because it was an occupation facing many
challenges at that time and through this I could reflect the Georgian age ashore.
I thought hard about the choice of his name. I knew I wanted something manly, of the time, but also with a
modern ring. Princess Diana’s mother’s name was Frances Shand Kydd. ‘Kydd’ somehow fitted the bill and when I
checked I confirmed it would certainly have been found in Georgian times.

Dramatis Personae
When I first went to sea I met some pretty tough Old Salts. On the surface they were often really hard men but a
number were also quite sentimental and protective of young boy sailors like me. I drew on these memories in
creating my characters; some are composites of sailors I’d come across in my time in the Navy, others are creations
of my imagination, but all are based on extensive historical reading and research.

2 - ARTEMIS
‘The triumphant sequel to the excellent KYDD...
ARTEMIS is a page-turner full of adventure.’
– Historical Novels Review

1793 – 1794 . . . Thomas Kydd and several of his mess-mates from Duke
William are now aboard the crack frigate Artemis. Kydd takes part in a
bloody fight against the frigate Citoyenne. After this victory Artemis sails to
Portsmouth to a hero’s welcome but Kydd’s jubilation is short-lived: his
sister Cecilia arrives with the news that their father is losing his eyesight
and the family needs him to return and support them.
Kydd resigns himself to his fate. However when his friend Renzi pays
him a visit he comes up with a plan to set up a school run along naval
lines. The two shipmates return to Artemis and sail for the fabled Far East.
After picking up an important passenger in India Artemis heads for
Canton, first stopping in Macao. There, Kydd finds himself in a turbulent
relationship with Sarah Bullivant.
Artemis takes a party of scientists to an island in the Great South Seas
for astronomical observations. While there, the seamen are allowed ashore but are attacked by
hostile natives and forced to hurriedly depart. Finally homeward bound they face the cruel waters
of the Great Southern Ocean. Battling a savage storm Artemis runs aground in the Azores. Kydd
and Renzi manage to swim ashore to safety but the ship is lost.

From the author
I think everyone who has had one book published is very nervous about their next one, especially if the first is very
well received. You wonder if all your creative energies were used up for the debut title and question whether you
really can write another 100,000 or so words!
As Artemis was the second in a series, I also had to check that I’d got the continuity right as well as historical time,
character consistencies and development, descriptions. And, looking ahead to succeeding books, I had to make sure
I hadn’t shot myself in the foot with some incident that would later come back to haunt me. Artemis is certainly a
change for Thomas Kydd, no longer in the old line-of-battle ship Duke William, he finds himself on the deck of a
crack frigate – and rated a full able seaman!

Passport stamps
During my time in the Navy, I visited the countries mentioned in this book – Philippines, China, Macao – and as
well, Kathy and I had lived in the Far East for a number of years and could call on these memories along with
photographs from my voyages. The Christmas scene on the beach was inspired by an actual Christmas Kathy and I
had on a remote island in the Philippines. I remember the pit-roasted pig to this day! And the warm tropical sun,
such a contrast to cold Christmases in England.

World events 1793 – 1794
21 January 1793 – King Louis XVI is guillotined
4 March 1793 – George Washington's second inaugural address
5 September 1793 – Reign of Terror begins
1 June 1794 – Glorious First of June naval battle between Britain and France
28 July 1794 French Revolutionary Robespierre guillotined

3 - SEAFLOWER
‘Stockwin’s richly detailed portrait of life on ship and shore is engrossing.’
– Publisher's Weekly
1795 . . . Kydd and other members of the ill-fated Artemis are shipwrecked sailors,
back in London waiting to be summoned as court martial witnesses. But, in a political
act to shield an officer's reputation, they are shipped out to the Caribbean – where
yellow jack was a fearsome peril.
Sailing into Barbados they secure the French island of Guadeloupe. Kydd remains
there with a small party of sailors and soldiers.
A French frigate arrives and the British are routed. Kydd is rescued by the return of
his ship which suffers storm damage and heads to Antigua for a major refit and a
dispersal of most of the ship’s company. In Antigua Kydd is employed by the master
shipwright as master of the king’s Negroes. He contracts yellow fever but survives.
Kydd attracts the attention of the pious shipwright’s daughter but is disgraced when
he is caught with Suki, a black woman. Summarily dismissed from the dockyard, Kydd
faces an uncertain future.
Meanwhile, Kydd’s close friend Nicholas Renzi has ended up in Antigua working
on the admiral’s staff as a clerk. When he discovers Kydd is also in Antigua he
contrives to have them both posted to the cutter Seaflower. The vessel is overcome by the raw forces of the sea and
beached. Kydd undertakes a hazardous open-boat voyage to the nearest British colony. For his efforts he is
rewarded with the rate of master’s mate.

From the author
On a cold, grey January morning in 2002, Kathy and I set off from London for the much warmer climes of the
Caribbean and our first major location research trip for the Kydd series. Away from the gaudy tourist haunts in the
Caribbean there are many tactile relics of rousing times past. English Harbour in Antigua, for example, remains an
undisturbed and uniquely preserved jewel of naval history. I’d done extensive research before we left but there are
always things you can only take on board when you actually visit a place, the chief of these is a mental map of how it
would have looked two hundred years ago. There are also the small but so evocative things – the colours, smells,
sounds . . .

Where sugar was king
In Kydd’s time, the British Navy’s presence in the Caribbean was broadly divided into the Leeward Squadron
(whose main role was protecting the sugar islands against the French) and the Jamaica Squadron (who concentrated
on anti-piracy and countering the Spanish). The Leeward Island Squadron used the dockyard facilities at Antigua
and St Johns, to the north of the island, as an administrative base. Watering was mainly done in Barbados, which
was handily upwind.

World events 1795
March – Poland ceases to exist, partitioned among France, Prussia and Austria
8 April – George, Prince of Wales, marries Caroline of Brunswick
July – France and Spain sign alliance against England
28 September – The Alliance of St Petersburg between Britain, Russia and Austria against France
2 November – The French Directory takes power

4 - MUTINY
‘The appeal of the story is in the telling, which is atmospheric, authentic and disclosed from the unusual
perspective of the ordinary sailor working his way up the ranks. The author had a long career in the Royal Navy,
which adds to his prose that extra dash of salty realism.’
– Publishing News

1797 . . . Kydd is aboard Achilles, a 64-gun ship-of-the-line, on his way
back from the Caribbean to England. In Gibraltar, Kydd finds himself in
a romantic entanglement with a married woman, Mrs Emily Mulvaney.
Hoping to secure her heart with an act of bravery he volunteers for a
mission to rescue a high-ranking official from Venice. However when he
returns to Gibraltar the relationship has cooled on both sides. Rejoining
Achilles Kydd returns to England to learn that the fleet is in mutiny. At
first he refuses to take part but is swayed by the cause of the mutineers.
After a mysterious intervention Kydd is pardoned for his role, while a
number of his fellow mutineers are executed. Kydd develops a
relationship with a local seamstress, Kitty Malkin, but when he suggests a
more permanent union she refuses him, telling him she believes he is
destined for greater things. Kydd joins another ship in time to participate
in one of the great fleet actions of the war, the Battle of Camperdown. After the battle his heroic
actions are recognised and he is promoted to acting lieutenant.

From the author
One of the things that had become apparent to me was that the mutinies at the Nore and Spithead had been
virtually untouched by nautical fiction writers. I saw this as an opportunity – and a challenge – to bring to life,
through Kydd’s eyes, one of the most extraordinary events in English history. Ten thousand men, one thousand
guns and scores of ships held the country to ransom; the government near collapse, the economy on the brink of
ruin . . .
Vitally, I had to decide where Kydd’s loyalties lay. Was it with his fellow seamen or King and Country? But this
was only part of the book. The storyline I’d devised meant I would be dealing not just with the Nore fleet mutiny
but also with the defence of the fabled Rock of Gibraltar – and Venice in the tumultuous last days of La
Serenissima Repubblica.

Real-life characters from history in this book
William Pitt – prime minister of Great Britain|
Henry Dundas – secretary of state for war
Admiral Howe – negotiator for the Crown
Admiral Buckner – captain of Sandwich
Richard Parker – leader of the mutineers

World events 1797
14 February – The Battle of Cape St Vincent
22 February – The Last Invasion of Britain, Fishguard, Wales
16 April – Mutiny at Spithead
12 May – Mutiny at the Nore
11 October – Battle of Camperdown

5 - QUARTERDECK
‘Stockwin’s imaginative storyline conveys much of the emergent America’s pioneering
spirit – but he’s even better at recreating life aboard one of His Majesty’s ships.’
– Yorkshire Post

1798 – 1799 . . . Kydd was promoted to acting lieutenant at the bloody
Battle of Camperdown in October 1797. Now, he must undergo an
examination to be confirmed in that rank – or face an inglorious return
before the mast. But this is only the first of many obstacles. If he is to
avoid spending the rest of his career as a tarpaulin officer, he must also
become a gentleman.
Kydd and his enigmatic friend Nicholas Renzi set sail in HMS Tenacious
for the North American station. Aboard the old 64-gun ship, Kydd comes
to doubt he will ever match up to the high-born gentlemen officers.
The frontier town of Halifax, which is also home to a British prince of
the blood, provides a welcome diversion. Not long after arriving there,
Kydd finds himself an observer in the USS Constellation. His fast thinking
avoids a possible serious incident between British ships and the fledgling
United States navy. Back in Halifax Kydd faces more challenges, both personal and professional.

From the author
Quarterdeck is a watershed book. Richard Gere famously overcame modern day hurdles to become an officer and a
gentleman, but they were nothing compared to the almost impossible odds two hundred years ago! The Royal Navy,
however, although steeped in custom and tradition, did provide a rare means for someone low born to achieve high
status. Of the 600,000 or so British seamen who fought in the Napoleonic wars, amazingly, 120 became officers,
crossing a great social divide. Of these, around twenty were promoted to captain of their own ship – and five made
Admiral! History has left us little record of these achievers, but we do know of some who started their career this
way – men such as Bligh and Cook.
In the course of my research I was most fortunate to make contact with Tyrone Martin, an erudite scholar and a
former commander of ‘Old Ironsides’. He provided valuable insights into the US naval service and the heavy
frigates.

The tarpaulin officer
There weren’t many in the Georgian navy who made the hard journey from before the mast to officer on the
quarterdeck – just a hundred or so in the whole of the period of the French wars, Tom Kydd included! In nearly all
cases these were hard men from humble backgrounds who had no truck with fancy manners like those who entered
the officer class the easy way – as midshipmen with family wealth behind them. Tarpaulin officers were known as
such because in foul weather like the seamen they wore gear made of tarpaulin, canvas waterproofed with tar. It was
very practical attire in grievous cold and wet but well-bred officers looked on the practice with disdain as the
clothing smelled tarry and the reek of the tarpaulin officer lingered in the ward room.

World events 1798 – 1799
7 July 1798 – U.S. rescinds treaties with France
1 August 1798 – Battle of the Nile
24 December 1798 – Russia and Britain sign anti-French Coalition
March to May 1799 – Seige of Acre
10 November 1799 – Napoleon Bonaparte takes power as First Consul

6 - TENACIOUS
‘In the exciting sixth naval adventure set during the Napoleonic Wars the chase for the
French fleet is on – and each day the sea becomes more bloodstained.’
– Weekend Gold Coast Bulletin

1799 . . . Thomas Kydd is in Halifax enjoying the recognition and favour
of his fellow officers when the 64-gun Tenacious is summoned to join
Horatio Nelson's taskforce on an urgent reconnaissance mission.
Intelligence suggests the French Revolution is about to set the
Mediterranean ablaze, but Bonaparte's fleet is nowhere to be found.
Nelson and his 'Band of Brothers' begin a desperate search for him.
Finally the French are found at Aboukir Bay, the mouth of the Nile and
Tenacious joins the attack on the French line. Kydd is heroic in his efforts
to rescue French sailors after the cataclysmic explosion of the French
flagship L’Orient. Following the battle Tenacious accompanies Nelson to
Naples were they are welcomed fervently. Nelson is particularly favoured
by Emma Hamilton, wife of the British ambassador. Tenacious is then sent
to support an attack on Minorca. There, Kydd devices an ingenious signal
system that enables a successful landing. The book climaxes with the heroic defence of the ancient
city of Acre where Kydd and a handful of British seamen under the command of Sir Sidney Smith
face an army of thirteen thousand under Napoleon himself.

From the author
In terms of material for this book I was spoiled for choice. It was a time of titanic global stakes. If the Nile or Acre
had been lost we would have seen Napoleon dominating a world which would have been very different today. And
it was a time of deeds so incredible that they may seem like fantasy but are not – Nelson personally saving the king
and queen of Naples at cutlass point, Minorca taken without the loss of a single man – and above all, the
astonishing but little-known fact that Napoleon was first defeated on land not by a great army but a rag-tag bunch
of sailors commanded by a maverick Royal Navy captain.

Meeting Nelson
When I began the Kydd series, as I plotted out the general content of each book, I knew my central character
Thomas Kydd would encounter Nelson face to face at some time. No writer in this genre can tell of the stirring
events in the great age of fighting sail without being aware of Nelson at the centre. But it was not Trafalgar that I
selected for this first meeting; it was at the Battle of the Nile – in my mind Nelson’s finest hour. In the course of my
research for this book my admiration for Nelson – which was already considerable – increased immeasurably. He
was undoubtedly a true genius as a leader of men, but he also had a great humanity and such respect for the lower
deck that he insisted on adding a pair of common seamen to his knightly coat of arms.

Special friends
I’m sometimes asked whether my original conception of Tom and Renzi altered much by the time I’d got the first
half dozen or so books completed. In some ways it had. Probably the main change was in the relationship between
Kydd and Renzi. At first I thought Renzi would just be a useful foil to Kydd and as a vehicle for passing on
elements of refinement on Kydd’s road to becoming a gentleman – but as successive books were written Renzi took
on a new importance. Not only did he become a pivotal character in his own right, but he needed Kydd as much as
Kydd needed him.

7 - COMMAND
‘The author sets a new standard in the genre of Napoleonic War naval stories.’
– Broadly Boats

1801-1802 . . . The new captain of Tenacious is an old enemy from Kydd’s
past and he brings Kydd before Admiral Keith with the accusation of not
obeying his orders. Keith is reluctant to punish Kydd and he is sent to
Malta and finds that he is to be commander of the brig-sloop Teazer. He
must race the clock to make her battle-ready to defend Malta against
Barbary pirates and the French, who are frantically trying to rescue the
remnants of their army in the Levant. Suddenly, peace is declared, and the
young captain finds himself ashore and his ship decommissioned.
Kydd is desperate to get another ship but after the Admiralty refuses
him he takes the position of master on a merchant ship, carrying convicts
to Australia. Little does he know that his friend Renzi, weakened by
illness and plagued by self-doubt, is also bound for that colony as a settler.
In Australia and waiting repairs to his ship, Kydd is sent south on a
mission to discover whether the French are attempting to colonise Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania)
and to dissuade them if they are. Meanwhile Renzi’s attempts at farming are a dismal failure and he
ships back with Kydd who has come up with the idea that he should try his hand at writing as a
means of winning his sister Cecilia, and promises him that he will always have a position as
secretary on any ship Kydd may have in the future.

From the author
It may seem an improbable transformation of a young perruquier of Guildford, press-ganged into His Majesty’s
Navy less than ten years before, but the historical record tells us that there were ‘Thomas Kydds’, only a handful
admittedly – but enough to be tantalising to a writer’s imagination. Yet we have so few records of their odysseys –
how they must have felt, what impelled them to the top.
Was there one particular person on whom Tom Kydd was modelled? The answer is no. He is a composite, the
result of my author’s imagination. But in him there are certainly elements of those like William Mitchell, a seaman
who survived being flogged around the fleet for deserting his ship over a woman – 500 lashes – and later became an
admiral; Bowen of the Glorious First of June, and others – in Victory at Trafalgar her famous signal lieutenant,
Pascoe, hailed from before the mast and the first lieutenant, Quilliam, was a pressed man, who like Kydd was
promoted from the lower deck at the Battle of Camperdown.

An indulgence of the feline kind
Trim was a ship’s cat, much beloved of the navigator and cartographer Matthew Flinders. Trim sailed with Flinders
in HMS Investigator on his 1801-03 voyages of circumnavigation around the Australian mainland, and survived the
destruction of Porpoise on Wreck Reef in 1803. When I wrote COMMAND I took special delight in having my
fictional hero Thomas Kydd meet Flinders – and Trim – in the penal colony of New South Wales.

World events in 1801–1802
January 1801 – Ireland votes to join Great Britain
February 1801 – Prime Minister Pitt resigns
2 April 1801 – Battle of Copenhagen
February 1802 – The Rosetta Stone is brought to England
25 March 1802 – Treaty of Amiens

8 - THE ADMIRAL’S DAUGHTER
‘Stockwin tells his story with crispness and clarity. His characters are well-drawn, and events happen at a pace
to keep readers involved. As always, his display of seamanship savvy is one of the best in the genre.’
– Navy News

1803 . . . Kydd attracts the interest of the beautiful and determined
admiral’s daughter, Persephone Lockwood. A relationship develops and it
appears that they will shortly become engaged.
Kydd’s ship Teazer is damaged, and the ship must remain in dock for
repairs. Kydd accompanies Renzi to the fishing village of Polperro where
he is undertaking research for his book. They lodge with the local squire,
who has a daughter, Rosalynd. Kydd finds his heart has been taken by the
shy, uncomplicated country lass and must choose between her and
Persephone. He makes his decision for Rosalynd and with a heavy heart
he tells Persephone. When the admiral hears he vows to bring about
social and professional ruin for Kydd. At sea again Teazer is involved in
the hunt for enemy privateers and smugglers. Kydd pursues and kills a
particularly vicious pirate Bloody Jacques. He also manages to thwart a
major smuggling operation. This is all set against perilous storms and the rock-strewn coastline of
Cornwall. Tragically, Rosalynd drowns in an accident and Kydd must endure the pain of her loss.

From the author
This was the first Kydd book set in home waters – and I found it to be as wild and exotic a location as any, with
spectacles such as the incredible complex of the Plymouth naval base and dockyard. In those pre-factory times it
was the wonder of the age, employing thousands of men, when most industries counted their workers in tens at
most.
No one in England lives far from the sea and a strong and abiding relationship with Neptune’s kingdom is a
national characteristic, but it’s perhaps in the West Country where the maritime heritage is strongest. Since time
immemorial, the sea has provided food and transport links between isolated communities, and with hundreds of
miles of rocky coastline, and winter storms equal to any it’s also been the graveyard of so many fine ships. I think
the greatest challenge I encountered when writing this book was how to deal with the two loves in Kydd’s life,
Persephone and Rosalynd. I think in some ways I fell in love with both of them, too.

An ancestral link
I discovered that my wife Kathy is related to one of the real-life characters in the story! ‘Did she by any chance have
an English ancestor by the name of John Stackhouse?’ Unsure, Kathy emailed her parents in Tasmania, Keith and
Cressey Stackhouse, and was amazed to learn that indeed she was related to him. John Stackhouse was born in
Cornwall in 1742. After completing his education at Oxford, he spent several years studying marine biology around
the Mediterranean. He married a Susanna Acton and built Acton Castle above what is now known as Stackhouse
Cove. Kathy is a descendant of Alfred Stackhouse who settled in Van Diemen’s Land in the nineteenth century and
whose grandfather was John Stackhouse’s brother!

World events in 1803
1 March – Ohio becomes 17th state of the Union
5 April – first performance of Beethoven’s 2nd Symphony in D
18 May – war between Britain and France resumes
26 July – the Surrey Iron Railway, world’s first public railway, opens in south London
20 December – The Louisiana Purchase is completed

9 - TREACHERY
‘Julian Stockwin is the superstar of naval fiction set during the Age of Sail.’
– Warships

1803 . . . After incurring an admiral’s ire, and suffering terrible personal
tragedy, Kydd is sent to join the Channel Islands squadron, a backwater in
the ongoing fight against the enemy, where he is unlikely to see any
action. Seen as a favourite of the commander-in-chief, he is betrayed off
the Normandy Coast and loses command of his ship. Only his old friend
Nicholas Renzi is willing to stick by him.
Ashore in Guernsey the pair’s means are rapidly depleted but Kydd
remains firm in his resolve to find the villain and restore his honour.
Renzi manages to gain employment in Jersey and Kydd is taken under the
wing of a travelling theatre troupe. Then Kydd is given an opportunity to
salvage his fortunes and return to the sea as captain of a privateer. But
privateers are hated by the French and the Royal Navy alike. To keep
fighting his country’s battle and win back the glory taken from him he
must prowl the Atlantic, a lone wolf of the seas.
Meanwhile Renzi finds himself caught up in the activities of French loyalists in a plot against
Napoleon. The pair are reunited when Renzi discovers the perpetrators of the treachery and Kydd
is restored to command of his ship.

From the author
Much of this book is set in the Channel Islands. Just off the coast of Normandy, they have strong historical and
cultural ties with both France and Britain. Since 1066, when Duke William of Normandy became King William I of
England, the Channel Islands have remained loyal to the English monarch. The rock-strewn waters around the
Channel Islands are among the most treacherous in the world and presented Kydd and his ship with horrific
hazards. My abiding memory of location research for this book was standing braced on the hills above St Peter Port
on a cold wet morning looking out into the storm-tossed seas – and transporting myself back to Kydd’s time to
once again marvel at the skill of seamen in wooden ships who pitted themselves against the forces of wind, tide and
sea.

Pirates and privateers
The difference between a pirate and a privateer is all down to a piece of paper called a Letter of Marque. This was a
government license authorizing a named captain and ship to attack and capture enemy vessels by way of reprisal and
bring them before admiralty courts for condemnation and sale. A kind of privatised man-o’war. Cruising for prizes
with a letter of marque was considered an honourable calling combining patriotism and profit, in contrast to
unlicensed piracy, which was universally reviled as a crime against all humanity.

The aristocratic spy
One of the fascinating real-life characters I researched in the course of writing the book is the spy-master Philippe
d’Auvergne, a British naval officer and the adopted son of Godefroy de La Tour d’Auvergne the sovereign Duke of
Bouillon. He chose a career in the Royal Navy that spanned a period of history where Great Britain was at the
centre of wars and empire building and took him from Boston and the War of Independence to espionage with
French Royalists; prisoner of war to shipwrecked; all this while heir to a princely fortune. Mont Orgueil castle in
Jersey was the base for his clandestine activities. Tragically, he was betrayed and his inheritance never to be.

10 - INVASION
‘Stockwin continues to display his talents in transporting his audience from the 21st century to
the chaotic worlds of Kydd, Renzi, and their imperiled homeland. He captures Georgian society
and the closed world of a Royal Navy warship particularly well and goes into action
with swords drawn and cannons blasting. Britannia does indeed rule the waves!’
– Historical Novel Society

1804 . . . Rumours fly of Napoleon’s planned invasion of England. Kydd
finds himself at the forefront of the fleet defending the English coast. His
honour restored after temporary disgrace in the Channel Islands, and
reunited with his ship Teazer, Kydd seizes the chance to fight for his
country. Then he is abruptly withdrawn from the fleet and sent to Dover
on a secret mission to guard a mysterious American inventor. Kydd is
furious to find he will miss his opportunity to prove himself in battle.
And Kydd’s baffled superiors are equally angry to lose Kydd and his ship
at such a dangerous time. Yet Kydd’s role in the approaching war may be
the most crucial part he has ever played. The man is Robert Fulton who
has created ‘infernal machines’ that can kill from a distance. Fulton
believes that his submarine and torpedo will win the day for the power
that possesses them, and Kydd must help him develop the devices.
Despite his own scruples, believing that standing man-to-man is the only honourable way to fight,
Kydd agrees to take part in the crucial testing of these weapons of mass destruction in a furious
assault on the French invasion ports.

From the author
In doing my research on real-life historical people I’ve been fascinated by what has been discovered by modern
scholarship – but at times what we don’t know about some of these personalities is more intriguing! Robert Fulton,
the maverick American inventor, who appears in this book, is a good example of this. There are several biographies
of Fulton which I consulted extensively but he was one of those figures whose persona generates more questions
the deeper you dig. Fulton’s nickname of ‘Toot’ was widely used but I can find no definitive reason for it. Some
have suggested it derives from the whistle of the steamboat for which he’s known, but his nickname was certainly
used before this time. Fulton was very gifted but difficult to penetrate as a person, naïve but intense. A Maryland
farm boy, he came to England by invitation, and for a time lived as a portrait painter in Devon.

Recurring characters
I always enjoy bringing real-life characters into my Kydd tales and some of them make an appearance in more than
one book. Admiral Sir James Saumarez is one of these, playing a role in both Treachery and Invasion. And when Kydd
in involved in the Baltic Campaign in a The Baltic Prize, Saumarez is again part of the story. He was a man I would
have loved to have met, much under-estimated by history.

World events in 1804
21 February – Trevithick’s locomotive, first railway journey
10 May – Pitt becomes prime minister again
14 May – Lewis and Clark’s expedition sets out
9 October – Hobart in Tasmania founded
2 December – Napoleon crowned Emperor

11 - VICTORY
‘This book is as fresh as the first [KYDD] to be published . . . the characters have matured as
the tales unfolded and each story adds a new layer of complexity . . . a fictional tale that takes
forward the careers of his two heroes in such a natural way that they feel to be a
genuine part of history, interacting with the real story of Nelson, Trafalgar and Victory.’
— Firetrench

1805 . . . After heroic efforts to try to save his damaged ship Teazer Kydd
must abandon her off the coast of Devon. He is given command of a
frigate, L’Aurore.
Eager to play his part in thwarting Bonaparte's plans for the invasion of
England Kydd joins Admiral Nelson’s command and he and his ship
soon find themselves at the heart of the action that leads up to the
greatest sea battle in history: Trafalgar.
Kydd’s journey takes him from false sightings of the enemy and
dramatic chases across the Atlantic, to the bloody annihilation of the
enemy during the actual battle, and the heroic aftermath. The tragic death
of Admiral Nelson is seen through the eyes of Midshipman Bowden, who
once served with Kydd. Kydd’s ship carries some of the Trafalgar dead
and wounded to Gibraltar where Bowden takes him aboard HMS Victory
and shows him the actual place where Nelson breathed his last. Then L’Aurore escorts Nelson’s
body back to England.

From the author
When I first began the series I knew that at one point I’d have to deal with Trafalgar, but as I was only in 1793, at
book one, I was able to put my concerns about writing about such a famous event to one side, and get on with the
business to hand. However, when I finished Invasion, I had to face the special challenges of Victory. How could I
bring something fresh and new to such a well-known story? In the end I decided to do this by having two
perspectives on the battle, one of my hero in his ship, and the other from a lowly midshipman aboard Victory
herself.
Another problem was that while I have a huge admiration for Nelson (which, if anything, increased as I was
writing the book) he is a huge presence on the maritime stage and I didn’t want him to take over the story.

Nelson’s Prayer
On the morning of October 21, 1805, with the combined fleets of France and Spain in sight, Nelson wrote this
prayer, which I still find very moving to read:
‘May the Great God, whom I worship, grant to my Country and for the benefit of Europe in general, a great and glorious Victory;
and may no misconduct in any one, tarnish it and may humanity after victory be the predominant feature of the British Fleet. For myself
individually, I commit my life to Him who made me and may His blessing light upon my endeavours for serving my Country faithfully.
To Him I resign myself and the just cause which is entrusted to me to defend. Amen. Amen. Amen.’

The significance of Trafalgar
Victory completed a trilogy (which included the previous two titles: Treachery and Invasion) that dealt with the
incredible events in the two years leading up to Napoleon’s defeat at Trafalgar in 1805. Nelson’s victory removed
the immediate spectre of invasion and Great Britain was released to seek conquests and colonies in the furthest
reaches of the world.

12 - CONQUEST
‘Comparable to . . . the naval tales of the great Patrick O’Brian, Stockwin’s engaging novel
reveals the author’s acumen for the history and spirit of the time.’
– Publishers Weekly

1806 . . . The Battle of Trafalgar has been won, but even before Nelson’s
body has been interred, Captain Thomas Kydd finds himself at sea once
more. Being secure from the threat of invasion, the government wastes
no time in putting into action a plan to expand the empire. Kydd finds
himself as part of a fleet whose orders are to take control of Cape Town
from the Dutch, to secure the rich trade route to India. While the initial
objective is successfully achieved, retaining the newly conquered
possession against French troops, native warriors and Boer insurgents is
another matter. Kydd must brave the wild beasts and hostile environment
of Africa’s vast and savage hinterland.
Back in Cape Town Kydd succumbs to the charms of the beautiful
daughter of a French baron cum vinter, who is in reality a spy for the
revolutionaries in France. Meanwhile Nicholas Renzi has secured a high
post in colonial administration and hopes to make a new life for himself in this exotic land.

From the author
Conquest marks the start of an exciting new episode in Kydd’s life: the race to empire. As usual, my research
consisted of a detailed study of documents, reference books, maps and charts, pilots – plus actual location research.
After completing my preliminary reading it was off to South Africa, where the book is set.
Kathy and I based ourselves in Cape Town where first we undertook a number of days’ research at the excellent
National Library of South Africa in Queen Victoria Street and the Archives Repository in Roeland Street. Several
other smaller museums also yielded valuable material. Then, digital camera in hand, we explored the historical
buildings of the city, many of which were there in Kydd’s day. Our travels took us all around Cape Peninsula and to
Simon’s Town, among other locations.

Dedications
After I’ve finished a Kydd manuscript it’s the pleasurable task of choosing a dedication for the book. These have
ranged from quotations such as the one in my first book Kydd: ‘Aft the more honour, forward the better man’ by
Horatio Nelson – to dedications to a specific person. The latter have included people crucial to contemporary
events and also those who have significantly supported my work over the years, such as former naval colleague
Chris Walklett.
For this book there was only one contender, however, Lady Anne Barnard. Lady Anne was a splendid chronicler
of the times, warm and a shrewd observer both via the written word and through her skills as an artist. She lived at
Cape Town for five years and wrote a remarkable series of letters and diaries – and also produced a number of
sketches and watercolours. She was very much a ‘do-er’; I was not surprised to learn that she was the first white
woman to climb Table Mountain!

World events 1806
5 January – The body of Horatio Nelson lies in state at Greenwich
9 January – The Dutch commandant of Cape Town surrenders to British forces
5 June – Louis Bonaparte is appointed King of Holland
14 October – Effective end of the Fourth Coalition
21 November – Napoleon declares the Continental Blockade against the British

13 - BETRAYAL
‘Stockwin, who based this tale on a factual debacle easily overlooked by history, is a
master of Napoleonic-era atmosphere and rich descriptions of the military, politics, and society.’
– Publishers Weekly

1806 . . . Cape Colony is proving a tiresome assignment for Captain
Kydd’s daring commander-in-chief Commodore Popham. Rumours that
South America’s Spanish colonies are in a ferment of popular unrest and
of a treasure hoard of silver spur him to assemble a makeshift invasion
fleet and launch a bold attack on the capital of the Viceroyalty of the
River Plate, Buenos Aires.
Navigating the treacherous bars and mud flats of the river, the British
invasion force lands and wins a battle against improbable odds, taking the
capital and the silver. But nothing is as simple as it seems in this region of
the world: the uprising that will see the end of Spanish rule never arrives
and the locals begin to see dark conspiracies behind the invader’s actions.
Soon the tiny British force finds itself surrounded by an ever more hostile
population. The city begins to revolt against its liberators. Kydd and his
men face fierce resistance and the betrayal of their closest allies.

From the author
I enjoyed writing Betrayal because it was dealing with events within the Napoleonic wars that are little known and
offered an exotic canvas for telling a story. After the victory in South Africa in Conquest it was certainly a different
outcome for the British. But that was part of the challenge of writing this book. Defeat and disappointment are part
of life – and this was certainly as true in the Georgian era as it is today!
My research for this book involved poring over a large number of reference books and Royal Navy histories.
And, as usual, my Admiralty electronic charts and pilots brought to bear on the developing story were invaluable. I
write on my main computer and I have another computer at my right side with the relevant sea chart at hand and
can navigate my ‘ship’ as the story dictates. Oh, the long-ago days when I only had paper charts and had to spread
them out on the dining room table and do navigational computations by hand . . .

Tiny island with a fascinating story
En route to South America, Kydd stops briefly at St Helena, one of the most isolated islands in the world. Only ten
miles by six, St Helena is 1,200 miles from Africa, 1,800 miles from South America. By the late 17th century, island
was known as a welcome landfall on the long journey home from the East Indies – a respite from the ocean, where
fresh water and provisions could be purchased. There was the chance, too, that other sailors might be there, with
news and gossip.
Captain James Cook visited the island in 1775 on the final leg of his second circumnavigation of the world. Sir
Arthur Wellesley, later to become the Duke of Wellington, stayed in 1805, and the famous naturalist William
Burchell also arrived that year. In 1815 the British government selected St Helena as the place of detention of
Napoleon Bonaparte. He was brought to the island in October 1815, where he died on 5 May, 1821.

Recurring character
One of my favourite characters is the gnarled seaman Tobias Stirk. He first appears in Kydd and makes an
appearance in most of the subsequent titles. Stirk hails from Hythe on the Channel coast and in the past has been a
fisherman and part of a smuggler’s crew. Ironically, he once served in a revenue cutter looking for Cornish
smugglers. In Betrayal he has the rate of gunner’s mate and is fiercely loyal to Thomas Kydd.

14 - CARIBBEE
‘Yet another compulsive page turner in the series.’
– Firetrench

1806 . . . As the captain of a useful frigate, Kydd is claimed by the
Leeward Islands station, exchanging the harsh situation in South America
for the warmth and delights of the Caribbean. It’s a sea change for Kydd,
who revisits places and people that figured in his time as a young seaman.
Some are nostalgic and pleasing, while others bring challenges of a
personal nature. In Europe, Napoleon is triumphant on land, but so far
away in the Caribbean, Kydd and the others feel secure and make the
most of running down prizes and sending off fat convoys of sugar to
England. But when merchantmen begin vanishing from the sea, Kydd
and Renzi must embark on a dangerous game of espionage, seamanship
and breath-taking action in order to destroy a new and terrible danger to
the Empire.

From the author
As I’m writing a series I plan a number of my books ahead so that I know in broad terms what will be covered in
succeeding titles. This was certainly the case with Caribbee as I’d decided that after the ill-fated expedition in South
America in Betrayal, L’Aurore would be sent to Barbados to plead for reinforcements and thereby enter an entirely
more agreeable scene.
The genesis of Caribbee actually goes back to 2002, when Kathy and I headed off on location research for Seaflower.
But the big difference of course between these two books is that in Caribbee Kydd is a post captain, something he
could never have dreamed of on his first visit to these shores as a young seaman.

King sugar
In the late eighteenth century a diligent housewife in Britain following the latest cook-book from Hannah Glasse
would find in her recipe for a nice cake ‘in the Spanish style’ a requirement for a whole 3 lbs of sugar, and if she was
making marmalade it would have to be a pound of sugar for every 4 oranges. The same lady would need to find
somewhere between 12 and 16 lbs of sugar for every 1 lb of tea. To say that Britain had a sweet tooth was an
understatement! Some parishes even had a definition of poverty as the inability to buy sugar to go with your tea.
Starting in earnest in the late seventeenth century, Caribbean plantations began producing jogarree, or unrefined
sugar, until, by the eighteenth century, a gigantic river of wealth began flowing across the Atlantic. It didn’t escape
the British government that this fount of silver should be well guarded, and of course the French had similar views
– and the stage was set for the most fought-over piece of empire to date. Napoleon Bonaparte did all he could to
wrench it away from John Bull – Trafalgar was really about sending Villeneuve with a great battle-fleet to take our
sugar islands. They were only saved by the French admiral hearing Nelson was on his heels, causing him to flee back
to France.

Caribbean Rum Punch (highly recommended)
One part sour (lemon or lime juice)
Two parts sweet (sugar or syrup)
Three parts strong (dark rum)
Four parts weak (water)
Grated nutmeg to taste
Serve well chilled with ice

15 - PASHA
‘Cue intrigue, races under fire, sea battles, imprisonment, escape, trickery, panic, land assaults
and so much more in a switchback tale that stands to be one of the top books of the year.’
– Books & More

1807 . . . An Admiralty summons to England cuts short Thomas Kydd’s
service in the turquoise waters of the Caribbean. While the crew of
L’Aurore can look forward to liberty and prize money, a shadow hangs
over their captain: the impending court martial of his one-time
commander, Commodore Popham, who led a doomed attack on South
America.
Following Nelson’s death two years earlier, England is in desperate
need of heroes and Kydd’s Caribbean exploits are the talk of London.
Feted by the king and a grateful country, Kydd is soon on detachment in
a new and dangerous sphere of interest: the Dardanelles, connecting the
Mediterranean Sea to the Black Sea and providing a route to India. The
French have long coveted this route, knowing that it could be the key to
toppling the British Empire in India. When they successfully whip up
such strong anti-English sentiment that the British ambassador to Constantinople has to flee to
L’Aurore, a deadly stand-off ensues.
Meanwhile Kydd’s closest friend, Nicholas Renzi, has assumed a new role that he can never
make public. Sent under alias on a mission to Constantinople, Renzi must engineer a coup that will
turn the tables on the French. But when he’s taken prisoner, only Kydd’s superb seamanship and
sheer bravado can save the day.

From the author
Constantinople – or should I say Istanbul – is one of the world’s genuine iconic locations. It is surpassingly
beautiful and has a beguilingly romantic air, tinged with Oriental mystery. It was one of my life’s special moments
when, on location research for this book, I stood on a balcony of the Topkapi Palace on Seraglio Point and looked
out. To the left was Europe, to the right Asia. Directly in front, the Bosporus leading to Russia. Turning around, I
was able to view the Sea of Marmara leading to Mediterranean and western world. And at my feet, the Golden Horn
across to Asia and up through the Bosporus in the direction of the Black Sea and Russia.
The palace is a truly memorable complex with the haunting mystery of sultans and harems still about it, and I
made it the centre for Renzi’s exotic adventure in Pasha.
There is much remaining of what is mentioned in Pasha: the sublimity of the Hagia Sophia still takes the breath
away. The Tower of Justice still stands, albeit altered from what Renzi would recognise. And Bab-I Ali, the Sublime
Porte, still exists, now a bit sad-looking and off a side street.

World events 1807
7 January – The United Kingdom prohibits neutral ships from trading with France
7 February – Napoleon defeats Austria at Friedland
25 March – Britain abolishes slave trade
9 June – The Duke of Portland becomes British prime minister
22 June – HMS Leopard boards USS Chesapeake

16 - TYGER
‘There are only really two kinds of readers: those who are devoted fans of British seafaring novels,
particularly novels set in the swashbuckling era of the Napoleonic wars, and those poor benighted
souls who aren’t. And for those who do love a good seafaring yarn, there are also two — and only two —
classifications: those who have been lucky enough to have stumbled on Julian Stockwin’s
Thomas Kydd saga, and those who have yet to discover these treasures, which have delighted
many a sailor, armchair and otherwise, since the turn of the century. TYGER is a gripping yarn.’
– Toledo Blade

1807 . . . Kydd is offered a new command but that ship is still under
construction, so he decides to look up one of his old naval friends and
enjoy some of the pleasures of London. This is cut short when he is
summoned to Portsmouth to bear witness at the trial of Sir Home
Popham for his actions at Cape Town and Buenos Aires. Kydd confides
in friends his true feelings about the way his old commander was treated
and, when his opinions become public, finds himself in hot water with the
Admiralty. Kydd is punished for his indiscretion by being given a
different command: a mutiny ship, Tyger, moored at Yarmouth. On
board he faces numerous challenges from a hostile and dejected crew, still
under a malign influence. It will take all of Kydd’s seamanship and
leadership in voyages to the far north and in Baltic waters to turn the ship
around. The measure of his success is tested in a cataclysmic battle against
three Prussian frigates under the French flag.

From the author
Of all the real-life characters I’ve come across while researching the Kydd novels there’s been none like Rear
Admiral Sir Home Riggs Popham KCB (as he eventually became). He served under the Duke of York in the army,
was a scientist, secret-service manipulator, fellow of the Royal Society, inventor of Nelson’s code of signals,
originator of the Sea Fencibles and a Member of Parliament all through the time of his contact with Kydd – but
never once did he take his ship against the enemy. Yet, gifted as he was, he had a genius for making enemies – from
the visceral hatred of St Vincent and nearly the entire Board of Admiralty to many of the highest in the land. The
closest I could come to putting my finger on the reason for this is that he never bothered to conceal his intelligence
in his dealings with lesser mortals. One of the contemporary descriptions of him that I remember is: ‘He suffers
from an excess of cleverality.’
His court-martial was the sensation of the age, leaving none without an opinion. It polarised the navy and Kydd’s
experiences were typical. This cryptic figure re-appears in a number of Kydd’s future adventures.

Readers have their say
I derive great pleasure from feedback from readers. Here’s just two on Tyger:
‘All the elements of action, surprise, disappointment, horror and elation were woven by you into a sea story for the
ages. The fact that you are a real sailorman, like myself, makes what you say and do in your books really authentic.’
– Harry Scholer
‘It’s a difficult challenge to make the past come alive, retelling who did what to whom while keeping a reader in
eager anticipation of the outcome. It makes for a very rich and satisfying reading experience.’
– Diana Dunn

17 - INFERNO
‘In Stockwin's hands the sea story will continue to entrance readers across the world’
– The Guardian

1807 . . . Napoleon Bonaparte’s ambitions for world domination are
growing apace. Captain Thomas Kydd finds himself called to be part of a
great armada on a mission of the utmost urgency. Britain is alone and
isolated in Europe. If the kingdom is to thwart a deadly threat she must
move very quickly to secure her position with neutral Denmark. A
desperate decision is made by the British government. It sends a sea
force to the entrance to the Baltic to pressure the Crown Prince of
Denmark to turn over the Danish fleet before it falls into the hands of
Bonaparte. Unbeknownst to Kydd, his old friend, Renzi, has been called
upon to undertake a parallel diplomatic mission to persuade the Danes to
give up their fleet for the duration of the war. Renzi and Cecilia,
Countess Farndon, are trapped in Copenhagen when everything comes
to a terrible conclusion. In the meantime Kydd is lured ashore and
captured by the French, but in a strange twist finds himself released to snatch the future king of
France from exile. He returns to find a scene of chaos and terror. While attempting Renzi’s rescue,
Kydd is witness to the poignant sight, never to be forgotten, of the entire surrendered Danish fleet
sailing out of Copenhagen harbour, the ships slowly proceeding one by one.

From the author
It’s perhaps astonishing that the bombardment of Copenhagen is not a more well-known episode in history. It was
undoubtedly of global significance and at a time of Bonaparte’s highest pinnacle of conquest. Given the odds
against her, Britain was arguably at greater peril than even on the eve of Trafalgar. She chose to make a bold and
desperate stroke that some have termed a war crime – but it worked, at the cost of abhorrence at home and abroad.
There was questionable intelligence, true; there was politicking and ambition; but there is proof that Bonaparte
intended to invade Denmark and seize the fleet.
The Royal Navy’s part in this largely army-mounted bombardment was crucial. Thanks to the Navy the Danes
could not close the Sound and their warships were denied to Bonaparte either as battleships or as invasion troop
transports. Above all, the vital Baltic trade was saved.
On occasion, during the writing of the Kydd series, I’ve come across something, by accident, that has sparked the
creative juices. Such an instance of serendipity was the case when I read an item in a local paper that in the 1840s a
full working example of John Lethbridge’s diving engine had been found on a Dorset farm.
Known as ‘Wrackman’ locally, Lethbridge was a modest wool merchant who in mature years, and with a large
family to support, took it upon himself to think about wreck-diving in a special contrivance he had devised after
spending half an hour in a barrel at the bottom of his pond. He subsequently used his invention in places such as
Cape Town and Madeira, retrieving an incredible three tons of silver! A faithful replica of his device can be viewed
in Cherbourg’s maritime museum.

Real-life characters from history in this book
Lieutenant General David Baird, British Army lieutenant general
Christian VII, Danish King
Duke of Portland, British prime minister
Johannes Krieger, commander of the Danish Navy
Lord Eldon, lord high chancellor

18 - PERSEPHONE
‘There’s a little something for every reader in this volume: sea chase,
age-of-sail battle, Napoleonic intrigue, imperial palace pomp, and romance.
– Booksville

1807 . . . Captain Thomas Kydd must sail to Lisbon to aid the Portuguese
Royal Family’s evacuation in the face of Napoleon’s ruthless advance
through Iberia. In the chaos of the threatened city an old passion is
reawakened when he meets Persephone Lockwood, the beautiful and
determined admiral's daughter from his past.
But the Royal Family’s destination is Brazil, not Persephone’s England,
and it seems Kydd’s chance has gone again. Only later he discovers
Persephone has another suitor - and that, if he wants to win her hand, he
must enter the highest echelons of London society.
Mixing with aristocracy and royalty brings other responsibilities. The
Prince of Wales asks him to take temporary command of the Royal Yacht.
Sailing to Yarmouth, Kydd realises they are being stalked by French
privateers. The terrible threat of a prince of the blood being captured sees Kydd call on daring
seamanship of the highest order.

From the author
As I’ve progressed through the writing of the series my admiration for the seamanship in the Age of Sail has
certainly increased. In this book Kydd encounters the notorious Pentland Firth, a strait which separates the Orkney
Islands from Caithness in the north of Scotland. This can be a fearful place when out of temper and is strewn with
wrecks beyond number. The concentration of currents and races is probably the worst in the world. Tidal speeds of
up to 30 kilometres per hour (16 knots) have been reported. In the only passage I’ve ever come across in this vein,
the Admiralty Pilot breaks out of its normally weighty and restrained prose: ‘With smooth water and a commanding
breeze the firth is divested of its dangers, but when a swell is opposed to the tidal stream, a sea is raised which can
scarcely be imagined by those who have never experienced it.’
Even in modern times the Pentland Firth has wreaked its ire, such as the 2015 sinking of the cargo ship MV
Cemfjord that resulted in the death of eight crew members.
Perhaps our most memorable location research trip was to Iceland, one of those truly unique places in the world.
We swam in the Blue Lagoon and journeyed inland to marvel at the moon-like lava-pocked landscape. And
offshore, stark, black skerries were testament to another frightful area of sea hazards.
And in one of those improbable coincidences that history likes to throw out from time to time I discovered that
Jorgen Jorgensen, explorer, privateer, spy and one-time King of Iceland, took to petty theft in later years and was
transported to Van Diemen’s Land (now Tasmania). He died in a hospital on the site of the very one in which, a
century and a half later, my wife Kathy drew her first breath.

Real-life characters from history in this book
Robert Stewart, Viscount Castlereagh, British secretary of state for war
Jorgen Jorgensen, Protector of Iceland
Spencer Perceval, chancellor of the exchequer
Richard Brinsley Sheridan, playwright
William Wilberforce, slavery abolitionist

19 - THE BALTIC PRIZE
‘Julian Stockwin is an instinctive teller of tales and, with his Thomas Kydd and the captivating intrigues,
a man with a stunning imagination and just as unfalteringly his research is truthful and matchless.’
– The Book Shelf

1808 . . . Parted from his new bride, Captain Thomas Kydd is called away
to join the Northern Expedition to Sweden, now Britain’s only ally in the
Baltic. Following the sudden declaration of war by Russia, and with the
consequent threat of the czar’s great fleet in St Petersburg, the expedition
must defend Britain’s dearly-won freedom in those waters.
However Kydd finds his popular fame as a frigate captain is a poisoned
chalice; in the face of jealousy and envy from his fellow captains, the
distrust of the commander-in-chief and the betrayal of friendship by a
former brother-in-arms now made his subordinate, can he redeem his
reputation?
In an entirely hostile sea Tyger ranges from the frozen north to the
deadly confines of the Danish Sound - and plays a pivotal role in the
situation ensuing after the czar's sudden attack on Finland. This climaxes
in the first clash of fleets between Great Britain and Russia in history. To the victor will be the
prize of the Baltic!

From the author
I am very lucky to have my wife Kathy as a creative partner. She is a former magazine editor-in-chief and has a
crucial role in the planning and structuring of each new Kydd title, as well as wielding an expert ‘blue pencil’ over
my writing before it arrives at my publishers. When a new manuscript is submitted it’s always a somewhat tense
time before I hear back from my editors. Touch wood, they have always been happy with the work and offered only
minor suggestions for improving the narrative arc or grammatical consistencies.
Their comments on this book were very gratifying: ‘Another brilliant yarn, set against a series of terrific northern
backdrops, full of suspense. Many congratulations – I’m sure that hosts of readers will be as enthralled by this one
as I was.’ And ‘Many thanks for another superb Kydd outing. As usual you have mixed fascinating historical detail
with stirring action and characterisation.’

Real-life characters from history in this book
George Canning, British foreign secretary
Richard Keats, rear admiral
John Moore, lieutenant general
Gustav IV Adolf, king of Sweden
James Saumarez, commander in chief of the Baltic fleet

World events in 1808
26 January Rum Rebellion in Australia
3 May Sweden loses fortress of Sveaborg
15 June Joseph Bonaparte becomes King of Spain
15 July French marshal Joachim Murat becomes King of Naples
30 September Covent Garden Theatre Royal destroyed by fire

20 - THE IBERIAN FLAME
‘‘[the book] is classic Stockwin, driven by a gripping pace that begs the
reader to turn page after page to learn what happens next.’
– Quarterdeck

1808 . . . With the Peninsula in turmoil, Napoleon Bonaparte signs a
treaty to dismember Portugal and put his brother, Joseph, on the throne
of Spain.
Meanwhile, Nicholas Renzi, the Lord Farndon, undertakes a deadly
mission to stir up partisan unrest to disrupt this Napoleonic alliance with
Spain.
Thrust into the crucible of the uprising, Captain Sir Thomas Kydd is
dismayed to come up against an old foe from his past - now his superior
and commander - who is determined to break him. Kydd will soon face
the greatest decision of his professional career.
Bonaparte, incensed by the reverses suffered to his honour, gathers
together a crushing force and marches at speed into Spain. After several
bloody encounters the greatly outnumbered British expedition have no
option other than make a fighting retreat to the coast. Only the Navy can save them.
But the flame of insurrection has been lit – and the Peninsular War has begun.

From the author
The origins of the Peninsular War are an extraordinary mix of greed, betrayal, patriotism, lust for glory and conquest
– and more than a few gross miscalculations, which in the end brought impoverishment and despair to an ancient
and illustrious nation.
The precise point at which it has been said that the long Peninsular War had its beginning is the moment at
which Bonaparted decided to turn an ally into a victim and thereby brought upon himself the tribulations that
followed – or the point at which the British first landed in support of the Iberians, never to leave until their work
was done. I tend to favour the latter. Perhaps I’m biaised because it was the Royal Navy that did the deed.
Some may deride Corunna as another Dunkirk, a defeat touted as a triumph. Yet in both cases it was only
territory that was lost, the precious trained men saved for another day and at Corunna their cannon as well, both
owing all to Britannia’s mastery of the seas

Nicholas Renzi aka Earl of Farndon : a short biography
Renzi, who’s a somewhat enigmatic character in the earlier Kydd books, comes from a very high social background
(and later inherits his father’s earldom) but when he’s first introduced he’s a common sailor in a man of war. As a
matter of principle he’s sentenced himself to self-exile to expiate what he considers the sins of his family when a
young labourer on his estate committed suicide as a result of an Enclosure Act’s effects.
He and Kydd establish a friendship that only strengthens over the years. And after a long period of self-doubt as
to his worthiness Renzi finds great happiness in marriage to Kydd’s sister Cecilia.

Real-life characters from history in this book
Admiral Cuthbert Collingwood, commander in chief, Mediterranean fleet
Manuel Godoy, first minister to Carlos IV
François Étienne de Kellerman, negotiator, Treaty of Cintra
Solano, royal governor of Cadiz
Sir Arthur Wellesley, later Duke of Wellington

21 - A SEA OF GOLD
‘Stockwin has surpassed himself with A SEA OF GOLD . . . a fine, fully-favoured vintage yarn.’
– Warships

1809 . . . After his heroic actions during the retreat to Corunna, Captain
Sir Thomas Kydd is the toast of London society. Here he falls in with the
legendary frigate captain, Lord Thomas Cochrane.
So begins a relationship, professional and personal, that will be unlike
any that Kydd has known: a relationship that will lead him, almost
simultaneously, to first glory, then ruin.
The French fleet is massing in the Basque Roads in a near impregnable
position. The Admiralty orders Cochrane to command an attack, to the
chagrin of more senior officers who object to being overlooked and
Cochrane's reputation for daring. Cochrane insists that his new friend,
Kydd, is in the forefront of the assault armada, a motley collection of
rocket, bomb and fire ships that will set the anchorage ablaze - this
despite Kydd's almost pathological fear of fire.
The fallout from what follows will see Kydd financially ruined, with only his former shipmates,
his oldest friend of all, Nicholas Renzi, and the whisper of hidden Spanish treasure promising the
sea of gold that he needs to save himself.

From the author
Of all the books in the Kydd series prior to this, A Sea of Gold was the most complex but rewarding one to research
and write. Far from being a fading stalemate after Trafalgar, the war in both a maritime and a general sense, was
intensifying. Beneath the familiar ebb and flow of military fortunes the older and simpler world of the eighteenth
century was being inexorably replaced by a different, more ruthless and thrusting scene that today we recognise only
too well. Yet it was the old and tradition-steeped nation of Great Britain that prevailed, not revolutionary France
with a dictator at the helm. It was financial acumen that largely achieved this and continues to the present day with
the City of London still pre-eminent among nations.
From all the naval officers Kydd encounters in his career it would be hard to find a man more erratic and nonconformist than Cochrane. But his personal courage was of the highest order. After Basque Roads it went about the
fleet that having lit the fuse and abandoned his explosion vessel to flee in his boat Cochrane saw that the ship’s dog
had been left aboard. Without hesitation he returned and seized the dog.

Real-life characters from history in this book
Zacharie Allemand, French admiral
Lord James Gambier, commander-in-chief, Channel fleet
Honoré Joseph Antoine Ganteaume, French admiral
Henry Phipps, 1st Earl of Mulgrave, first lord of the Admiralty
Demetrio O’Daly, colonel in Spanish service

World events in 1809
16 January Battle of Corunna
5 July – Battle of Wagram
30 July – Walcheren Campaign
14 October – The Treaty of Schönbrunn
8 October – Metternich becomes foreign minister of the Austrian Empire

22 - TO THE EASTERN SEAS
‘Stockwin’s writing is enriched by his own experiences in the Royal Navy, which gives scenes of
fighting and tempest an authenticity to delight anyone who shares his passion for the sea.’
– Daily Telegraph

1810 . . . With Bonaparte held to a stalemate in Europe, the race to
empire is now resumed. Britain's ambitions turn to the Spice Islands, the
Dutch East Indies, where Admiral Pellew has been sent to confront the
enemy's vastly rich holdings in these tropical islands. Captain Sir Thomas
Kydd joins reinforcements to snatch these for the British Crown.
The two colonial masters of India and the East Indies face each other
in mortal striving for the region – there can be only one victor to hold all
the spoils. The colonial genius, Stamford Raffles, believes Britain should
strike at the very centre of Dutch spice production, the Moluccas, rather
than the fortresses one by one but is fiercely opposed. Kydd, allying
himself to this cause, conspires to lead a tiny force to a triumphant
conclusion – however the Dutch, stung by this loss, claim vengeance from
the French. A battle for Java and an empire in the East stretches Kydd
and Tyger's company to their very limits.

From the author
Many naval careers were shaped and developed by the East Indies, among them that of Charles Austen, the younger
brother of Jane, who went on after Pellew to be commander-in-chief of the East India station before being laid low
by Bengal fever. Pellew retired with his fortune to Devon, later roused out to command in the bombardment of
Algiers in 1819. The shameless nepotism of his sons on station didn’t survive their return to England. Pownoll had
married well and left the sea while Fleetwood had a mediocre career, failing to get further promotion until 1846.
As a keen collector of word fossils I was delighted to find that to this day the ventilation ducts that convey fresh
air to compartments below decks in Royal Navy warships are called ‘punkah-louvres.’ (A punkah is a type of ceiling
fan used in the Indian subcontinent before the electric fan. The punkah-wallah was the servant who worked it, often
using a pulley system. The word pankah originated from pankh, the wings of a bird which produce a draft when
flapped.)
I must say I felt some sympathy for Jan Willem Janssens. He was dispatched to Cape Colony by Bonaparte to be
governor just in time to be defeated by the British and sent back to the Netherlands. He was then appointed
governor general of the Dutch East Indies only to be again comprehensively routed by the same British. At the
hundred days when Bonaparte attempted a return he chose the wrong side and eventually retired to a faded
grandeur.

Real-life characters from history in this book
Sir Samuel Auchmuty – British lieutenant general
Chia Ch’ing – Ching dynasty emperor
Gilbert Elliot-Murray-Kynynmound, 1st Earl of Minto – governor general of India
Sir Stamford Bingley Raffles – assistant colonial secretary
Robert Surcouf – French privateer

23 - BALKAN GLORY
‘Balkan Glory is an epic chapter in the splendid Kydd canon, weaving knotty political gambits
with stirring naval actions, expressively re-creating the often harsh reality Jack Tars witnessed
within their wooden walls during the Napoleonic Wars’.
– Quarterdeck

1811. The Adriatic, the ‘French Lake’, is now the most valuable territory
Napoleon Bonaparte possesses. Captain Sir Thomas Kydd finds his
glorious return to England cut short when the Admiralty summons him
to lead a squadron of frigates into these waters to cause havoc and
distress to the enemy. Kydd is dubbed ‘The Sea Devil’by Bonaparte who
personally appoints one of his favourites, Commodore Dubourdieu, along
with a fleet that greatly outweighs the British, to rid him of this menace.
At the same time, Nicholas Renzi, aka Lord Farndon, is sent to Austria
on a secret mission to sound out the devious arch-statesman, Count
Metternich. His meeting reveals a deadly plan by Bonaparte that threatens
the whole balance of power in Europe. The only thing that can stop it is a
decisive move at sea and for this he must somehow cross the Alps to the
Adriatic to contact Kydd directly. A climactic sea battle where the stakes
could not be higher is inevitable.
Kydd faces Dubourdieu with impossible odds stacked against him. Can he shatter Bonaparte’s
dreams of breaking out of Europe and marching to the gates of India and Asia?

From the author
During my research I was struck many times by the sheer depth and variety of the elements involved in this story –
the continent-spanning intrigues, conspiracies and great unfolding events within which it's set, a striving of empires
that left no room for mercy or compromise.
In this book, as well as the central characters of Kydd and Renzi, I wanted to bring two strong female
protagonists, Kydd's wife Persephone, and his sister Cecilia, to the fore.
For me one of the delights in writing a series is the chance to include characters from earlier books such as the
gnarled gunners mate Stirk and Joyce, the no-nonsense sailing master.
And like Kydd, I’ve come to be very fond of his ship, the 32-gun frigate Tyger.

Real-life characters from history in this book
Queen Maria Carolina – wife of King Ferdinand
Sir Sidney Smith – admiral of the standing force, Sicily
Ludwig von Beethoven – composer and radical
Admiral Cotton – commander-in-chief, Mediterranean station
Lord Amherst – British minister to the Sicilian court

World events in 1811
5 February – George, Prince of Wales, becomes Prince Regent
27 March – Battle of Anholt, Royal Navy defeats Danish fleet
11 October – Juliana, first steam-powered ferry service between New York city and New Jersey
4 November – Luddite uprisings in northern England
2 December – First commercial shipment of wool from New South Wales to England

24 - THUNDERER
‘The men are not yet created that can stand against British seamen when properly disciplined and led’
– Admiral Sir John Jervis, Earl St Vincent

1812. Arriving back in England after his successes in the Adriatic, Captain
Sir Thomas Kydd is bestowed with honours. In London he’s greeted by
the Prince Regent who, despite Kydd’s protestations that he’s happy with
his present command, insists he be given a bigger ship – HMS
Thunderer, a 74-gun ship-of-the-line. But she’s old, and being part of a
standing fleet Kydd’s chances of further distinction are slim indeed.
Winning over his new command is fraught with challenges. A hostile
crew, abysmal levels of gunnery and sail-handling capabilities are
intolerable to a fighting captain like Kydd. With the ship short of men
and no incentives to attract more, can he ever bring Thunderer to a proper
state of fighting preparedness? Kydd is sent to reinforce the Baltic
squadron as Bonaparte’s vast army invades Russia. News reaches him of French victory at the Battle
of Borodino. The road to Moscow is now open. With his new command Kydd is thrown into a last
desperate bid to prevent Bonaparte establishing a bridgehead from which to finally encircle and
crush Britain’s stricken ally.

From the author
The year 1812 is dominated by one colossal event that sets all else almost to irrelevance. It’s probably the most written-about affair of the entire span of the French wars and at the time held the world in thrall – a titanic canvas
against which I set this tale: Napoleon Bonaparte’s invasion of Russia. The times were momentous, the stakes epic
and the scale monumental, not least of which was the immense size of the horde that flooded across the plains into
Russia, in numbers only exceeded by a very few cities on the planet at the time. Right from the original conception
of this new chapter in Kydd’s life I also wanted to convey the sheer awe of his new command, Thunderer. And it
gave me great pleasure to bring a special personal happiness into Kydd’s life in this title.

Real-life characters from history in this book
Tsar Alexander I
Napoleon Bonaparte
Melville – first lord of the Admiralty
Spencer Perceval – prime minister of Great Britain, who is assassinated
The Prince Regent

World events in 1812
12 February – Bonaparte authorizes the usage of mesures usuelles, the basis of the metric system
30 April – Louisiana is admitted as the 18th US state
19 August – USS Constitution defeats the British frigate Guerriere
14 September – French troops enter Moscow
20 December – The first volume of Grimms’ Fairy Tales is published in Germany

